LGBT+ History Month resources

LGBT+ History Month is an annual event held in February to promote equality and diversity for the benefit of the public in the UK. Here equality4success has collated resources so you can learn about why we celebrate and what key issues LGBT+ scientists still face.

About LGBT+ History Month and LGBT+ history in the UK

LGBT+ History Month
LGBT History Month: When is it, when did it begin and how is it observed? The Independent
2020 LGBTQ History Month Cambridge programme of events
Cam Queer History
A short history of LGBT rights in the UK British Library
Key dates for lesbian, gay, bi and trans equality Stonewall

LGBT+ scientists’ experiences

500 Queer Scientists
LGBTQ+ STEM
10 LGBT scientists who made history to celebrate LGBTSTEM Day Pink News
STEM needs to face up to its problem with LGBT diversity Imperial Medicine blog
Out and About STEM: Why visibility of LGBT scientists is important University of Sussex Broadcast
Discrimination drives LGBT+ scientists to think about quitting Nature
No sexuality please, we’re scientists Chemistry World

Organisations for LGBT+ people

Pride in STEM
LGBTQ+ STEMinar
Stonewall
LGBT Foundation
Gender Identity Research & Education Society

Advice on how to be an ally to LGBT+ people

5 ways you can be a better LGBT ally at work Totaljobs
Tips for building inclusive LGBT+ workplaces equality4success blog
How to Be a Straight Ally at Work Lifehacker
What does it mean to be an LGBTQ ‘ally’? People Management
Straight for Equality
Allies Human Rights Campaign